Stop letting cigarettes burn a hole in your pocket.

It’s no secret that smoking cigarettes can be a very expensive habit. Use our handy calculator below to find out just how expensive...

How many cigarettes do you smoke a day?

How much does it cost for a pack of cigarettes?

Switch to the Smarter Alternative
By switching to electronic cigarettes, you’ll be doing yourself and your finances a serious favor. Check out the savings below and find out just how much you could be saving by making the switch.

**THE MAGMA Kit**
Similarly sized to a 100’s sized tobacco cigarette.
Easy to use 2-Piece Design.
Mobile charging with the included charging pack.
Makes the transitioning to vaping easy.
Best fit for casual/light smokers.

**THE INFERNO Kit**
Ground breaking tank design.
Fill and go convenience.
Extended battery life = more vaping/less charging.
Manual button with 5-Click on/off feature.
Our best selling kit - perfect for anyone.

**THE LAVATUBE Kit**
Our highest performing e-Cig with tons of pro features.
Variable power settings for the perfect vape everytime.
LCD screen and power up (+) and down (-) buttons.
Removable rechargeable battery. Perfect for experienced vapers and heavy smokers.

Your Annual Savings: $0

Your Annual Savings: $0

Your Annual Savings: $0
Can I Vape The Your ECigs Anywhere?

As much as we should be able to yes, due to rapidly changing laws and a wide spread misunderstanding of our products, it is best to use your own judgment and always consult management or an authority figure before vaping in a public place. You'll find that most places that usually do not accommodate traditional smoking are usually very accommodating to eCig users. Most times it just takes a little explaining of the differences of our product in comparison to a traditional cigarette. Such as the fact that there is no second-hand smoke, lingering smells, etc. Inherent to our product. However, you should use caution and sound judgment anytime you use our products in a public place.
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